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January 20-February 4 – Sentry Aloha Exercise
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MSgt Derrick Mills
In-Service Recruiter
Office: 405-734-3156
Cell: 405-409-5170
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(513th Maintenance Squadron)
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Photos from the 18th
annual Operation Holidayu Spirit, a fundraiser
that supports struggling
Reserve and Air National
Guard Airmen during the
holiday season. The steak
dinner was held Nov. 3 at
the Del City American
Legion Post 73.

SSgt Thurman Moore

(513th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron)

SSgt Matthew Olson

(513th Maintenance Squadron)

SSgt Christopher Ritter

(513th Maintenance Squadron)
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Maj Jose Rodriguez
Unit: 970 AACS
Score: 100%

SSgt Kevin Harris
Unit: 513 MXS
Score: 98.5%

SSgt Stephanie Jacks
Unit: 970 AACS
Score: 99%

Fit to Fight hall of fame
October
513th ACG

Team Tinker

1.5-Mile Run
Men:
SSgt Kevin Harris
Women:
SrA Misty Stratton

10:06
14:08

Pushups
70
Women:
34
SrA Misty Stratton

Men:
SSgt Kevin Harris

Men:
SMSgt Thomas Clark
Women:
SrA Misty Stratton

Fit to Fight hall of fame
November

Situps
36
46

Record Highs
Men:
Women:

Men:
Women:

7:51
9:44
110
65

513th ACG

1.5-Mile Run
9:43
11:35

Men:
Maj. Jose Rodriguez
Women:
SSgt Stephanie Jacks

PushupsMen:
67 SSgt Alex Baker
46 Women:

SSgt Stephanie Jacks

Men:
Women:

109
84

Situps
67
60

Men:
SSgt Alex Baker
Women:
SSgt Stephanie Jacks
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Fit to Fight MVPs – October & November

DAYS

Never use
lighted candles
Rabbitor
Tales | 5
near trees
boughs

Keep
poisonous
plants out
of reach
of children
and pets

Keep trees
away from
fireplaces,
radiators and
other
heat
sources

Make
sure your
tree has
a stable
platform

Choose
an artificial
tree that is
labeled fire
resistant

If using a
natural tree,
make sure
it is well
watered

Check holiday
lights for fraying,
bare spots, gaps
in the insulation
or excessive
kinking in the wire

Turn off
all tree
lights and
decorations
when not
in use

When
putting up
decorations,
use a step
stool or
ladder to
reach high
places

Designate
a sober
driver

When
preparing a
meal, wash
hands, utensils,
sink and anything
else that touches
raw meat

Reheat
leftovers
to at least
165˚F
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OPERATION HOLIDAY SPIRIT:
HELPING OUR OWN

By SSgt Giovanna C. LaMaestra
513th Air Control Group Public Affairs

A member of the Oklahoma Air National Guard, 137th Special Operations Wing, tells a personal story about the impact of Operation Holiday
Spirit on her life Nov. 5, 2016, at the VFW in Del City, Okla. Operation Holiday Spirit is expected to reach over $35,000 to support guard and
Reserve Airmen in need this year. (U.S. Air Force photo/2d Lt. Caleb Wanzer)

Operation Holiday Spirit’s 18th annual celebration took place Nov. 5,
with attendees enjoying a traditional steak dinner--cooked and served
by our own 1st Sgts.--before jumping into the excitement of fundraising bidding wars and raffle prize
selections.
OHS is an auction that raises
funds for Reservists within the
507th Air Refueling Wing who
may need a little extra financial sup-

port during the holiday season.
First time attendee, Staff Sgt.
Karen Zuest, 507th force Support
Squadron knowledge operations
manager, was impressed with the
event.
“The meal and the company were
good, and it’s a good cause to support every year,” said Zuest. “All
night we got to mingle with friends
and meet people for the first time,
so it was a great networking and

morale-building opportunity made
even better because we’re all there
for the same reason."
Since 1999, the joint effort of
the 513th Air Control Group, along
with the 507th ARW and Oklahoma Air National Guard 137th Special Operations Wing, has attracted
an overall total of 3,452 attendees and raised an impressive dollar
amount in donations.
“Not counting this year, dona-

tions total more than $285,000 and
have helped more than 402 families
in the past 18 years,” said Lt. Col.
Ralph Hawkins, 513th Air Control
Group executive officer and lead organizer of OHS. “We’re still waiting
on a total dollar number for donations, but we anticipate to collect
more than $35,000 for our fellow
Reservists this holiday season.”
In addition to the auction donations, Zuest enjoyed building new

relationships.
“It was really cool to see the
Reserve and Guard come together
and work to make a positive difference in people’s lives,” said Zuest.
“I think I’ll go every year if I can. I
loved it, and I’ll encourage anyone I
meet to go.”
Like many others, Zuest knows
someone who has been helped during a time of need by donations
from OHS.

“I actually have a friend that
benefitted from this,” said Zuest.
“Her son was really sick, and she
couldn’t afford the doctor bills on
top of trying to pay regular bills--let
alone trying to buy gifts for her son.
The event organizers really came
through with the holiday spirit in
a donation that saved her. It’s an
awesome thing and to have known
someone who has benefitted from it
made it even more cool.”

AF NEWS
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intelligence community. The long
legacy of fastidious screening is also
one of the chief reasons the U.S.
government remains fully aware
of adversary’s capabilities, weapons and tactics—fundamentally,
technologically and strategically.

NASIC reverse engineers an advantage for pilots and leaders

Courtesy of AIRMAN MAGAZINE
www. AIRMAN.DODLIVE.MIL

Armed with semi-automatic
weapons and a suitcase chock full of
American dollars, a team of covert
agents set out in the dead of night
to meet a foreign national turncoat
in the middle of a dark forest. The
agents meticulously search along
the country’s border until they find
a man waiting in the shadows to exchange technology for money.
In this case, the agents procure an
advanced aeronautical component.
The only language they have in
common is that of business. The
parties complete the exchange, give
each other a nod, and swiftly disappear back into the night.
What sounds like a juicy scene
from a piece of Tom Clancy fiction
is actually one of the many ways the
National Air and Space Intelligence
Center (NASIC) at Wright Patterson AFB in Dayton, Ohio, or one
of its predecessors, have procured
intelligence on foreign air and space
forces for 100 years.
While the acquisition process may
be face-to-face or occur in cyberspace, obtaining data or equipment
is integral to assessing a potential
foe’s true capabilities and divining
their future intentions. The mission’s
goal is to assure that United States
forces avoid technological surprise
and can counter existing and evolving foreign air and space threats.
After the deal
Depending on the classifica-

Tech. Sgt. Jeffrey Parker, a metals technologist with the Foreign Materiel Exploitation Squadron, uses computer-aided drafting equipment to construct a three-dimensional drawing of a
part at the National Air and Space Intelligence Center, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio,
April 21, 2016. NASIC, the Department of Defense's primary source for analysis of foreign
air and space threats, creates integrated, predictive intelligence in the air, space, and cyberspace
domains in support of military operations, force modernization, and policymaking. (U.S. Air
Force photo/Master Sgt. Brian Ferguson)

tion of the materials obtained—
air, space or cyberspace—a team
of the United States’ most qualified, knowledgeable and tech savvy
sleuths grab their scalpels and start
dissecting. Their analysis and reverse
engineering is performed in some
of the most heavily fortified, controlled, and monitored facilities in
the military.
Take the aforementioned procurement; if the exchange provides a
piece of hardware, such as an aircraft
part, NASIC hands off the “FM”
(foreign materiel) to their 87-member Foreign Materiel Exploitation
Squadron. This group of experts
includes engineers and scientists,

AF NEWS

contractors and Airmen, from more
than 10 areas of expertise.
“The screening process for those
selected into the Air Force’s Foreign
Materiel Exploitation Squadron is
very rigorous—we make sure we select the perfect person for the job,”
said Senior Master Sgt. Christopher
Klement, the squadron superintendent. “The majority of our specialties are one-deep positions, so we
need self-starters who are experts in
their Air Force specialty and can innovatively solve problems.”
This “perfect person for the job”
philosophy is one of the trademarks of NASIC and what ensures they remain a paragon of the

Aircraft and allies
“The heritage of the National Air
and Space Intelligence Center goes
back almost 100 years, to McCook
Field in Dayton (Ohio) under the
Army’s Foreign Data Section,” explained Rob Young, the NASIC
historian. “There was a need to better understand what foreign aircraft
and their associated systems were
capable of; whether it be armament,
propulsion, or the airframe itself.”
That same mantra continues to
resound today, but gained increasing
significance in the years after World
War I.
A year after its start in 1917, at
the advent of the interwar years,
the Foreign Data Section focused
its efforts on the procurement of
any foreign scientific and technical
information related to aircraft. Its
foresight, predicting the necessity
of collecting intelligence on foreign
capabilities in a war-by-air, proved
spot on. Within three decades, the
U.S. found itself in an all-out air
campaign in two theaters during
WWII, necessitating a production effort that amassed more than
276,000 aircraft by war’s end.
Since 1941, the U.S. military has
partnered with its allies to gather
as many enemy aircraft, weapons,
radios, and other systems as they
could and sent them to NASIC’s
predecessor at the Technical Data
Laboratory. The analysis performed
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by the lab was vital to keeping pace
with and countering enemy technology, as the Axis powers were
making radical advancements in
warfare tactics and technology.
“The security of our families
and our nation relied upon us to
avoid technological surprise during
WWII. Whether it was jet-powered
aircraft, rocket-powered aircraft or
advanced propeller-driven aircraft,
we needed to know how to stop it
and what we could learn from it,”
said Young. “Allied partnerships,
like that of the British, played an
enormous role in assisting units
like the Technical Data Laboratory with the acquisition of German
systems as they captured them. The
1943 procurement of the Junkers is
a textbook example of the procurement partnership and importance of

the laboratory.”
Commonly referred to as the
“Backbone of the Luftwaffe” and
the finest German bomber of the
war, the Junkers Ju 88 Schnellbomber, was the Axis equivalent
to the British Mosquito and the
United States’ B-25 Mitchell. It was
remarkably versatile and had highly
responsive performance. Because
of those traits, it was one of the
most modified aircraft of the war.
Its variants fulfilled dive-bombing,
high-altitude bombing, groundattack and night-fighting missions.
Without a doubt, Allied forces were
looking to get their hands on one.
1943: Wish Granted
A defecting Romanian pilot flew
his Ju 88 to Cyprus and into the
hands of the British Royal Air Force

Tech. Sgt. Aaron Fritz walks through one of the maintenance bays at the National Air and
Space Intelligence Center, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, April 21, 2016. NASIC
is the United States Air Force unit for analyzing intelligence on foreign air and space forces,
weapons, and systems. NASIC assessments of aerospace performance characteristics, capabilities,
and vulnerabilities are used to shape national security and defense policies and supports weapons treaty negotiations and verification. (U.S. Air Force photo/Master Sgt. Brian Ferguson)
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table, NASIC received one of its
greatest and most heavily publicized
procurements – a MIG-15, delivered by Lt. No Kum-Sok a defecting North Korean pilot.
Lt. No was a fighter company
commander in the Second Regiment of the North Korean People’s
Air Force. He said in his biography
he thought about defection a number of times before, yet couldn’t do it
until his unit moved south to Sunan
Airfield outside of Pyongyang.

During his escape, Lt. No purposely allowed another pilot to take
lead. This was the first flight from
Sunan since the war ended, and in
the eyes of the North Korean pilots,
it was considered quite an honor.
Now, flying second in the formation of three and near the end of
the sortie, Lt. No broke to the south
instead of landing at Sunan. It took
him 13 minutes to reach Kimpo Air
Base, South Korea.
“With no F-86 Sabre or air de-

MiG-15 pilot Lt No Kum-Sok, pictured in 1953 wearing typical communist flight clothing.
MiG-15 pilots did not wear g-suits or hard-shell helmets. (U.S. Air Force photo)

Junkers Ju 88D, which served in the German Luftwaffe in numerous variants, from bomber to night-fighter, during WWII, is on display in
the Air Power Gallery at the National Museum of the United States Air Force in Dayton, Ohio. A defecting Romanian pilot flew his Ju 88 to
Cyprus and in the hands of the British in 1943. The Royal Air Force then turned the aircraft over to the U.S. Army Air Corps, who painted the
U.S. Air Force star on the fuselage and wings to spare it from Allied attacks as it made its way across the globe to Wright Field. (Photo courtesy of
National Museum of the United States Air Force)

who then turned the aircraft over to
the U.S. Army Air Forces. They gave
it a distinctive American paint job,
to keep it safe from friendly fire, as
it made its way across the globe to
Wright Field, Ohio.
Acquisitions, like the Junkers,
provided invaluable information
about the incisive German electronic defenses, ways to counter the agile Japanese Zero fighters, and how
to effectively direct long-range attack plans to stifle Axis technological and industrial advancements.
The Air Technical Intelligence
Center (ATIC) leadership, and
those in the highest levels of the
military, took note of the incredibly
valuable intelligence gathered by
the exploitation division, before and
after the war. Just half a decade later,
the strictly operational nature of the

organization was changed—they
would now have direct influence on
military strategy through technical
analysis in the Far East region of
the world.
Their expertise was definitely
needed, when a new Russian tormentor appeared in the skies over Korea.
Got MiG?
Known as the “jet that shocked
the West,” the appearance of the
MIG-15 in the Korean battlespace
sent shockwaves through the U.S.
chain of command. Its sheer speed,
firepower, and ability to climb, was
unrivaled. It scared the hell out of
the B-29 Superfortress crews, who
found themselves at the mercy of
the Soviet, Chinese, and Korean
MIG pilots.
The U.S. was in yet another fight

for air superiority.
In April 1953, the U.S. Far
East Command made an offer of
$100,000 for the first MiG-15 jet
fighter delivered intact; however,
no enemy pilot took the deal, and
when the Korean truce went into effect July 27, 1953, the U.S. had still
not acquired a MiG-15 for flighttesting.
“The MIG-15 was the No. 1
threat aircraft from 1950 to 1953;
it was the worst thing we were facing,” explained Young. “Early on
in the war, we were able to send in
teams behind enemy lines and pick
up pieces and chunks; however, we
were unable to get our hand on a
fully operational model—that was
until No Kum-Sok.”
Just two months after the armistice, and with the offer still on the

fenses yet noticing him, No Kum
Sok chose to make a straight approach,” noted Young. “He made a
downwind landing with F-86 aircraft in the pattern. As a matter of
fact, he landed in the opposite direction of an F-86 that was landing on the same runway, and scared
the pilot nearly to death. He parked
alongside an F-86 sitting alert on
the ramp, jumped out of his aircraft,
and began shaking hands.”

On 21 September 1953
a North Korean pilot
defected, flying a MIG15 jet fighter interceptor
to Seoul , South Korea. In
the process the pilot collected a $100,000 reward
which had been offered
by the United States
Government. The United
States Air Force quickly
set about conducting
flight tests to determine
the capabilities, and limitations, of the Russian
designed aircraft.
With the prize now in their
hands, ATIC Airmen quickly got
to work disassembling the craft so it
could be put on a C-124 Globemaster and shuttled to Kadena Air Base
in Okinawa, Japan, to be reassembled and test flown. Among those
eagerly awaiting its delivery was the
Hollywoodesque Maj. Chuck Yea-
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ger, the first pilot to fly faster than
the speed of sound in 1947. He was
now to be the main test pilot.
“The U.S. pilots did 11 test flights,
pushing the MiG probably harder
than the Russians had ever tested it,”
noted Young. “Test engineers had to
modify some of the instrumentation, yet found the MiG very easy
to work on. After the flight tests at
Okinawa, the MiG was disassembled and flown to Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base, Ohio, where it was
thoroughly examined.”
Much was learned about the Sabre’s adversary; desirable and undesirable features were tallied and
analyzed and assessments passed up
the chain of command. However,
the data collected also confirmed
that ATIC’s efforts to gather intelligence, prior to the defection, had
been on the right track.
“The most important lesson
learned from the exploitation of
the No Kum-Sok Mig was that the
technical assessment that U.S. intelligence analysts had concluded prior
to the defection was 98 percent correct. That conclusion spoke volumes
to the work that had been conducted,” explained Young. “The exploitation efforts of Project ZETA, as it
was named, was a surefire validation
of ATIC methodologies. Because
of this one procurement, countless
other intelligence product assessments and developments were progressed.

mented by a potential adversary and
materiel assets that may, one day, fly
in combat. It means getting hold of
any aircraft, any surface-to-air missiles, and finding out how to evade
them; it means getting their hand
on every type of radar developed so
that stealth technology stays undetected.
To this day, NASIC still toils behind layer after layer of security; reverse engineering acquisitions from
the battlefield and from clandestine
exchanges. Although enemy tactics
can change quickly as the weather,
the Airmen’s ability to adapt to
these shifts is unquestioned — they
understand what’s at stake.
When put into perspective, workers in foreign materiel exploitation
are like modern-day Alan Turings,
the pioneering English computer
scientist who played a pivotal role in
deciphering Nazi messages encoded
with the Enigma machine during
WWII. Their brilliance is focused
on cracking codes, anticipating
threats, and winning wars.
“The information gained by the
Airmen of the Foreign Materiel
Exploitation Squadron is used each
and every day to make operations
safer and more effective for all military members,” said Young. “Their
efforts of today are used to prepare
the nation to combat future air,
space, and cyberspace weapons and
to effectively develop the next generation of Air Force systems.”
It’s modern-day Airmen, like
Present day: Battlefield acquisi- Tech. Sgt. Jeffrey Parker, a metals
tion & crafty procurement
technologist with the FME squadThe Department of Defense’s ron, to whom Young refers. Without
foreign materiel acquisition and diagrams, schematics or operations
exploitation programs continue to manuals, Parker takes materiel he
procure plans that may be imple- has never laid eyes on and facilitates

adapters to make them interoperable and understandable. Though
Parker cannot speak about any technically specific aspects of his job,
when asked, he said how grateful
he is to work with such an elite set
of minds; all working together for a
greater cause.
“There is no greater feeling than
to hear that the work I do makes an
impact on such a large scale,” said
Parker. “The FME squadron has
changed the way pilots fight, as well
as giving intel analysts and policy
makers the information needed to
ensure our national security isn’t
compromised.
“The amount of talent within the
FME team is astonishing; and the
way that each person relies equally
upon the next is truly remarkable.
It’s sincerely an honor to be a part
such an invaluable mission and with
an organization that has such a rich
and unique history.”
No matter what is happening
around the world, NASIC will be
working around the clock, ensuring that the U.S., its allies, and their
warfighters in the air and on the
ground, have every foreseeable advantage over a foe. They continue to
uncover the enemy’s secrets, thwart
technological surprises and counter
existing and evolving foreign air and
space threats.
And, for those who are wondering, what the heck the U.S. is currently after, think of it like this:
much like the FBI’s Most Wanted
list, NASIC too has a list of what
they deem the most highly sought
after information or technology.
However, ask them what might be
on that list, and all you will get is a
smile and a few snickers.

Top: Lt. No Kum-Sok's MiG-15bis next to an F-86 at Kimpo Air Base about five minutes after he had landed. This photo was taken without
permission from the rear of a passing truck. (U.S. Air Force photo) Bottom: A computer-aided manufacturing machine cuts out an equipment
part at the National Air and Space Intelligence Center, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, April 21, 2016. (U.S. Air Force photo/Master
Sgt. Brian Ferguson)
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Safety Message

z

Together, Team 513th navigated the Summer of 2016 with minimal Safety mishaps. Maybe we
were lucky or perhaps it was just a slow year…but I’d like to think the culture of the organization, both on and off duty, has turned a corner when it comes to taking care of ourselves and one
another.

Mishaps on the monthly TDYs are back in check as we’ve now executed three in a row without a
single Safety issue. Congratulations! Our on-duty activities, by design, are guided by AFI/T.O.
to mitigate risks as we accomplish the mission. As for the majority of your lives when you aren’t
suited up at Airbase Tango, the Check 3 GPS (Gear-Planning-Skills) model can literally be a lifesaver Your respective Unit Safety Reps and Commanders can provide details, if you’d like more
information as the Holiday season approaches.
And speaking of holidays--- Safety never takes a Holiday! Would it surprise you that 2 of the 6
most dangerous holidays fall within the next 30 days? #6 is New Year’s day and #5 is Christmas
day! Most injuries actually do not come about by way of a tryptophan coma, but rather are the
result of vehicle accidents. The risks however aren’t limited to roadways—far from it!
In addition to the long Griswald-esque drives, turkey fryers, fireplaces, Christmas trees, winter
weather, and holiday parties each add to the charm of this season, BUT each can certainly produce
hazards and opportunities for a mishap. That’s not even counting the Red-Ryder BB gun toting
crowd!
We’re adults, right? Wait, don’t answer that. Instead please just take a sec to ponder a few T-shirt
or bumper-sticker worthy thoughts to leave you:
- The Door to Safety swings on the hinges of common sense…
- If you don’t think it’s safe… it probably isn’t.
- When stringing lights/decorations atop a ladder—don’t step back to admire your work!
Enjoy the upcoming holidays to the fullest, but PLEASE think about what you’re doing. If you
need a wingman, call someone. Our ability to take care of one another has been the foundation of
the 513th for the past 20 years and one of the aspects that makes our unit special.
One last (and shameless) plug if you’re feeling inspired or remotely interest in becoming a Safety
professional---we have a Traditional Reservist NCO vacancy on the Occupational (Ground)
Safety side. If you’d like more information, please drop a note (william.robertson.2@us.af.mil), call
734-6783, or just drop by the Safety office in Bldg 1056.
Be Safe and Merry Christmas!
Lt Col William "Dell" Robertson
Director of Safety, 513th Air Control Group

